
   
 

What ski equipment do I need? 
 
Skis for U12 ski racers 
At the U12 level, a multi-event ski is no longer recommended. Your ski racer should have both a 
slalom and giant slalom ski. While there are no sidecut or radius rules yet, there are some common 
sense rules based on course setting matrices that will help dictate ski size and length for your 10 or 
11 year old ski racer. 
 
U12 SL skis 
Slalom courses for U12 ski racers are typically “turny courses” with short turning radiuses. We 
recommend using a slalom ski with an 8 – 10m turning radius. All of the major manufacturer’s 
produce junior race skis with appropriate radius for U12 ski racers. The important thing is to make 
sure you get the correct size ski for your athlete.  
Generally, the appropriate length for a U12 slalom ski is a ski that falls somewhere between chin and 
bridge of nose height. Exact length will vary based on ability and ski manufacturer. If you have any 
questions, talk to your coach for sizing help. 
 
U12 GS skis 
When looking for a giant slalom ski for your U12 racers, you also want to make sure you don’t go too 
big. While giant slalom courses are up to 22 meter radius, giant slalom courses for U12 skiers are 
typically on the lower end of that spectrum. Get your U12 skier a giant slalom ski with a 13 – 14m 
turning radius. Exact length of the ski will vary based on ability and ski manufacturer. 
 
Typically the ski length will be between your athlete height and height +10cm.  
 
Skis for U14 ski racers 
Equipment rules at the U14 level are still pretty minimal and they are the same for both boys and 
girls. At this age proper sizing is key. 
 
U14 SL skis 
The rules state that slalom skis for U14 boys and girls need to be a minimum of 130cm. Since skier 
height dictates ski length, this is a pretty easy rule to meet. At the U14 level there is no sidecut rule. 
So once again, proper sizing is everything. You want to make sure your U14 ski racer is on a slalom 
ski that is long enough to carry speed, but short enough to make short quick turns.. 
 
U14 GS skis 
Rules for U14 giant slalom skis dictate a minimum ski radius of 17m and a maximum ski length of 
188cm. Every major manufacturer has a ski that meets this need.  
 
A more critical component at the U14 level is to place a shim or “lifter” under the bindings for 
correct stand height. This will enable young ski racers to achieve better edge angles and turn the ski 
better. The U14 rule with relation to binding stand height is no more than 50mm. With coaching 
input we can set your U14 ski racer up with the proper positioning to ski their best. 
 
U14 SG skis 
At the U14 level ski racers will be introduced to Super G racing. This doesn’t mean you need to run 
out and buy a Super G ski for your young ski racer. You can rent a Super G ski from us that is an 
appropriate length. Plus, we’ll make sure it is properly prepared for your young ski racers first Super 
G experience. 



   
 
If you want to buy a ski to use for Super G at the U14 level, buy a GS ski that meets the rules for U16 
ski racing. A GS ski that is greater than a 17m radius, fits the bill. And then when they become a U16 
ski racer they can use it as their GS ski too. 
 
See the NZ 2021 Equipment rules here: 
 
FIS athletes: In the first year of FIS the athletes do not have to transition directly to the adult spec’d 
equipment. They can take advantage of some concessions which help smooth the transition away 
from junior/ youth equipment.  
 
 

Boots and More 
Boots and socks 
Boots and socks are critical pieces of equipment. If they are not the right size or fit for purpose, you 
can seriously compromise your skiing experience. 

• We recommend that you get your boot professionally fitted 

• Buy the right size for now – do not purchase boots your child can grow into. 

• A race boot is supposed to be close fitting, please note that big fluffy socks do not help the fit. 

• Buy a boot with the right flex for your athlete, too soft or too stiff, your child will struggle to 
control the ski and their stance may be compromised. 

• If buying second hand check for: Worn bases / toes 
Worn out inner linings 
Are the foot beds intact 
Check for previous work; punched; padding added or 
removed 

 
Custom work on boots 
Boots are sometimes uncomfortable when new – especially as the new boot ‘beds in’. We see far 
too many children’s boots being given a custom make over too early. Boots can be adjusted in 
several ways,  but often these adjustments are treating the symptom rather than the cause of a 
problem. NSC has done a lot of work in this area and we are in a position to make some good 
recommendations that may help you. 
 
Boot fitters love to tinker! Here are some common adjustments: 

• The right sock should be considered right at the beginning. 

• Replacement of the manufacturer’s foot beds with custom footbeds – e.g. to help stance or foot 
pronation 

• Heating the boot shell and punching the shape to relieve pressure points on the foot / ankle. 

• Adding or removing liner padding to relieve pressure points. 

• Adjusting the boot collar cant (or angle) sideways (to straighten the athlete stance). 

• Adding padding to the liner collar to adjust the boot collar cant (to straighten the athlete 
stance). 

• Adding wedges e.g. at the calf to adjust the athlete’s stance. 

• Changing the ramp angle (foot flat to the floor angle) to change the athlete stance. 

• Boot stiffness can be adjusted by adding / removing adjustment plugs / screws at back of the 
collar. 

• Boot stiffness can be adjusted by changing out the standard velcro strap for a softer booster 
strap. Note the booster straps come in different flexes. 

 



   
 
So, you can see that buying a second hand boot could be problematic if it has been tampered with. 
Normally we would recommend that you start with a new boot, but obviously there can be reasons 
to go with a second hand boot. 
 
The key is to get good boot fitting advice from the start. Unfortunately the boot fitter will often go 
off down a rabbit hole trying to fix an athletes pronated feet and/or their stance by adjusting the 
boots - when actually the athlete should be treating the cause of the issue(s) not the symptom. 
 
Children and young athletes are growing and their physical development is constantly evolving. Their 
‘skiing stance’ can be affected by their physical development. Common developmental issues that 
can affect feet and stance are: 

• Weak core; weak hip flexors; weak glutes 

• Tight hamstrings; tight calves etc. 
 
Physical Assessments through NSC 
NSC has developed relationships with key providers that are happy to assist our athletes with 
assessments with a ski racing element that can then tie in with their physical fitness program. Issues 
with strength, stance, feet and boot problems can be dealt with at the source of the issue rather 
than treating symptoms. It is better to take a big picture view and get the right diagnosis before 
tampering with the boots. 

• Physio Assessment:  Geoff Potts https://www.kneecare.co.nz/ 

• Podiatry Assessment: Justin Chong  http://www.bigfootpodiatry.co.nz/ 

• Physical training:  Matt Thomson https://www.buildingbetterbodies.co.nz/ 
 

 

https://www.kneecare.co.nz/
http://www.bigfootpodiatry.co.nz/
https://www.buildingbetterbodies.co.nz/


   
 

Helmets, protective gear and more 
Safety is paramount in skiing. We recommend that everybody wear a helmet and a back protector. 
You just never know when you are going to take a tumble. Appropriate clothing for the weather is 
also a must. 
 
Junior racers will need specialist safety equipment: 
 

• FIS approved helmet with chin guard for slalom gates; and hard covering of the ear. Most 
helmets make chin guards removable for the other disciplines such as Giant Slalom. Look for the 
FIS sticker. We recommend you buy a new helmet. Again the helmet must fit properly. 

• Goggles – good goggles that fit your helmet are a must – it is hard to ski if you cannot see. 

• Back protector.  

• Shin guards are needed for slalom gate training and racing. 

• Arm guards are optional for Giant Slalom – not many kids actually use them at the junior level. 

• Race suits are not required as a junior, but by U12 the programs usually want the kids to train in 
their suit. The suits have padding which can prevent injury and also the tight fit helps the 
coaches see how the kids are moving. Plus on race day the low drag suit is definitely quicker. 
Look for a suit that has FIS approved material and a pocket for your lift pass. 

• Gloves or Mittens. Race gloves and mittens will have extra protection for fingers / knuckles from 
hitting gates etc. There are differing pole/glove systems. Leki for example uses an integrated clip 
and loop system on their gloves and poles. Arguably the clip system gives better power when 
pushing out of the start in Slalom and GS. However the clip and loop system does not allow the 
pole to rotate enough when in the tuck position for Super G or Downhill. So the strap system is 
better for Super G or Downhill. At the junior lever either system is fine. 

• Slalom poles are straight and have handguards that protect the hand and wrist when blocking 
slalom gates. Giant Slalom poles do not have a hand guard as you will not be blocking the gates. 
The GS poles can be straight or curved to fit closer to the body when you are in the tuck 
position. 
How long should the pole be? Standing upright hold the pole upside down with your hand under 
the snow basket – your forearm should be parallel to the floor. This will give a good indication of 
the length for your slalom pole. A GS pole might be a little longer – approx. +5cm. 
 

 


